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Be efficient with your time
● Teaching, service, and research expectations differ by institution, but you expect 

to have some research expectation
● How many of us get as much research done as we’d like in a year?

● Where does our time go?
○ Teaching - including class prep, and student demands on time - office hours, individual appts
○ Meetings for service
○ Administrative work

● What’s the first thing to go off the calendar when the semester gets busy?



Align your Time Spent with Your Priorities
If you need to meet a research expectation, you need to allocate appropriate TIME for 
that.

As an example, imagine you are thinking research 30%, teaching 60%, and service 10% 
while the semester is in session. 

Now think about your calendar. Is 30% of your time spent on research? 

What can you do to carve out time for research and keep it a priority?



Useful Skills/Mechanisms
● National Center for Faculty Diversity and Development (NCFDD) has a Faculty 

Success Program (FSP) that runs every semester and in the summer.
○ Check to see if your institution is a member!

● Different skills/mechanisms work better for different individuals 
● Briefly, I’ll highlight four skills/mechanisms that work well for me:

○ Daily writing (or research) time
○ SMART goals
○ Weekly plan (Semester and summer plans too!)
○ Accountability group



Daily Writing (or Research) Time
● Little by little, you can get research done!
● Research won’t fall by the wayside if you spend a little bit of time every day doing 

something related to it.
● Examples:

○ Read one paper you want to in your field.
○ Work on one figure for an upcoming publication
○ Edit one section (but don’t edit endlessly!) of a paper
○ Check over code for a simulation
○ Enter a table into your draft

● How much time? 30 minutes to an hour is enough to see progress
● If you only have 15 minutes, work on a literature review or enter one item into a 

bibliography!



Tracking Daily Writing\Research Time
● Lots of online tracking systems exist.

○ Some are parts of programs and allow community engagement
○ Some are FREE for individual use (a Google search brought up several, but I haven’t tried any of 

those)

● Make a Google Form for yourself and check your progress every day/week. 
● Mark it on your calendar. 



SMART Goals
● SMART Goals are...

○ Specific
○ Measureable
○ Achievable
○ Realistic
○ Time-based

● Examples of SMART goals:
○ Create a caption for Figure 3
○ Write 2 paragraphs of my discussion
○ Look up 4 references for the introduction
○ Send draft to a collaborator

● Examples of non-SMART goals: 
○ Write the entire introduction (worse: write entire paper)
○ Complete all figures, etc.

● Why are these useful? You can complete them in a reasonable time frame and feel 
accomplished that you met your goals! And, you make progress!



Weekly Plan
● List all your tasks for the week - research, teaching, and service
● Sketch out a plan to accomplish them all within the week
● Priorities! Organize carefully. 
● Be realistic with your time.
● Many ways to do this: daily task list, calendar, etc.
● Creating the weekly plan takes about 30 minutes. 
● I’ve learned that it can be helpful to schedule email checking IN your plan. You 

spend more time on email than you think you do!



Accountability Groups
● A variety of accountability mechanisms are available:

○ Buddy system - just one person you check in with (could be monthly, weekly, daily, before/after 
some set time period)

○ An online/not-in person group - my small group from the FSP (years ago!) still calls to check in 
every week

○ Individuals do not need to be at your institution - it can help if they are NOT at your institution

● What do you check in about?
○ Whatever you need to (and what is appropriate for the group)
○ Give your goals for the week; report on how last week went
○ Ask for advice related to some issue you are facing (navigating a grant, tenure, etc.)

● Takes < 1 hour of time a week



Ming-Wen An
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Partner with research institutions
● Build networks as much as possible, keeping in mind previous connections
● Accept invitations (or Offer) to give talks at conferences and in departmental 

seminars
● Seek existing programs or fellowships
● Approach larger institutions in your geographic area for possible collaboration
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Apply for funding
● Why?  Funds travel to conferences and research sites, student research, summer 

salary; requires you to write a research proposal
● Institutional funding opportunities
● Federal funding opportunities

○ e.g. NIH (R21, R15), NSF (REU)
○ Reach out to program officers early on - they are here to help!
○ As much as possible, include collaborators on your grant

● ASA Committee on Funded Research
○ Join the Funding Opportunities ASA Community Group
○ Check https://www.amstat.org/ASA/Your-Career/External-Funding-Sources.aspx

● Funding Recommendation Resource (new and free!):
○ Granted!  http://granted.datacollaboratory.com/ 

https://www.amstat.org/ASA/Your-Career/External-Funding-Sources.aspx
http://granted.datacollaboratory.com/


Take a sabbatical
● If your institution offers sabbaticals, take them!  (Seems obvious, but not always)
● Plan and prepare for your sabbatical
● If possible, arrange to spend part of your sabbatical at another institution.

○ Physical separation from home institution reduces “distractions” 
○ Might help with developing new collaborations



Paul Roback
St. Olaf College



Collaborate with faculty at your institution



Add undergraduates to the mix
● Holy Grail of Undergraduate Research: 

Interdisciplinary collaboration with faculty colleagues and student co-authors 
in a peer-reviewed journal

● Our approach at St. Olaf College:
Conduct research projects through the Center for Interdisciplinary Research



Center  for Interdisciplinary Research (CIR): Overview
● Year-long CIR Undergraduate Fellowships, awarded on a competitive basis to 

qualified students (~ 18-24 per year)
● Interdisciplinary research teams - typically 3 students with statistics mentor and 

domain expert
● Weekly student seminar series on consulting, communication, team collaboration, 

ethics, and stat careers
● Weekly office hours: drop-in consultation services

Legler J, Roback P, Ziegler-Graham K, Scott J, Lane-Getaz S, Richey M.  (2010).  A model for 
an interdisciplinary undergraduate research program.  The American Statistician 64(1): 59-69.

NSF DMS-0354308 and DMS-1045015



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29nIXG5KJYw&t=20


Center  for Interdisciplinary Research: Why this model?
● Statistics faculty can consolidate efforts

○ Mentoring multiple students in research projects
○ Satisfying campus need for statistical assistance, both larger collaborations and smaller consulting 

questions
○ Training students as researchers and collaborators

● Year-long format allows time for subject-area research, exploring new methods, 
communicating results

Some projects just end, but others continue to another year and/or lead to publications 
and/or lead to grant proposals

But…  don’t need CIR framework to form collaborations with students and faculty 
colleagues or campus offices or outside organizations



Sample CIR Projects: TB Genome

NIH AREA 1 R15 AI068706-01A1



Sample CIR Projects: Going Vague



Collaborations with students and faculty colleagues: issues to consider

● CIR start-up involved “pro-bono” work until internal support materialized (e.g. 
floating research credit; credit for teaching seminar)

● Some funding support helpful – travel, speakers, etc.
● Must be willing to develop new areas of “expertise”
● Continuing writing process after graduation can be tricky (GitHub)
● Students may begin with limited experience in messy data, advanced modeling, 

and small group communication
● We have become better at identifying good projects (investment = cup of coffee 

plus one hour)
● Not every project leads to publication (must most well worth it!)



Steve Wang
Swarthmore College



Choose your research area wisely



Statistical paleontology



Statistical paleontology



Statistical paleontology



Student research can be a win-win situation



Gideon Zamba
University of Iowa



OUTLINE

A Step Toward Useful Research Collaboration
with Heavy Teaching Load Institutions

Gideon K. D. Zamba

Department of Biostatistics, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA

Baltimore MD, August 2, 2017

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Outline

Outline

Biostatistics at UI: Program and Mission

Undergraduate Research Opportunity (ISIB)

How to expand ISIB and include faculty from teaching
institutions

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

BIOSTAT UI

Program Focus

Provide excellent education in Biostatistical theory and
methods

Conduct outstanding biostatistical methodological and
collaborative research

Use our skills to serve the CPH, the Carver College of
Medicine, the UI, the State and the health science community

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

BIOSTAT UI

Program Focus

16 faculty strong with

Expertise: Computational Statistics, Bayesian Statistics,
Statistical Genetics, Survival Analysis, Syndromic Surveillance,
Time Series and Sequential Analysis, Causal Inference, Spatial
Statistics, Model Selection, Clinical Trials, Network Analyses,
...

Currently training 40+ graduate students (MS, PhD)

Hosts centers such as CTSDMC, CPHS, BCC, feel the
statistical needs for the HCCC

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Other Opportunities

Staying true to our mission

In 2007 we faced some facts

Data showed that some demographics are not being trained
for graduate work in Statistics or Biostatistics

These are students from:

Small Liberal Arts Colleges

Minority Serving Institutions

Financially disadvantaged and native backgrounds

Institutions with little to no exposure to the field of statistics

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Outreach

Staying true to our mission

How do we reach the under-represented demographic ?

A famous Japanese quote say:

.... A vision without action is daydream...

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

GENESIS

2007: Join the National Alliance for Doctoral Studies in the
Mathematical Sciences

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

GENESIS: In 2008 others join the cause

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Undergrad Summer Training

The Biostatistics Summer Initiative (BSI)

With support from the NSF (through the National Alliance)
and some departmental assistance

Recruited a small group of talented undergraduate math
majors for a summer course and research opportunity in
Biostatistics

Design a curriculum on the basics of biostatistics

Assign student on faculty mentored research projects

After 8 weeks, research findings are presented at a join
symposium with the Math Alliance

Build a proof of concept

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Undergrad Summer Training

Iowa Summer Institute in Biostatistics (ISIB)

In 2009 we submitted an application to the NHLBI and NIH
for a training grant to pursue our objective to

Train talented undergraduate math majors or biology majors
with clear mathematical thinking in a summer

Provide them with an exposure to the field of biostatistics
through teaching, research, field trip, seminars, invited speech,
...

Build a pipeline for recruitment into the field of Biostatistics

Focus on small Liberal Arts Colleges and on demographics less
likely to have prior exposure to the field

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Undergrad Summer Training

Iowa Summer Institute in Biostatistics

Fortunate to be funded by the NIH/NHLBI

Program has been running over the past 8 years

Things we have been able to accomplish:

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Impact

BSI and ISIB

From 08 to 17, 154 scholars have been trained in BSI/ISIB

83/154 (54%) of underrepresented ethnic minorities

97/154 (63%) females

More than 85% from small Liberal Arts Colleges and Minority
Serving Institutions

More than 60% of the graduating students are pursuing
graduate degrees in Stat/Biostat/Applied Math/STEM

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Undergrad Summer Training

Impact

Scholars were able to present their research project in their
home institution upon completion

Scholars earn letter grades from the course–transferable to
their home institutions

Scholars present their research findings at national conferences
(SACNAS, ABRCMS, SIDIM, etc..) Science day(s) and
Science fair(s)

Scholars are groomed to embrace Statistics or Biostatistics as
graduate majors

Zamba JSM 2017



OUTLINE

Undergrad Summer Training

Things to improve on

Involve the home department mentor who recommend
students to the summer program

Coordinate the summer research project with home institution
mentor

Involve home-institution mentor in manuscript preparation for
publication

Include small Liberal Arts faculty mentors in research
involvements

Build a stronger pipeline with targeted institutions across the
nation

Zamba JSM 2017



Floor Discussion



Thank you!
Amy Wagaman awagaman@amherst.edu 

Ming-Wen An mian@vassar.edu

Paul Roback roback@stolaf.edu 

Steve Wang scwang@swarthmore.edu 

Gideon Zamba gideon-zamba@uiowa.edu

Jo Hardin jo.hardin@pomona.edu


